
Guidelines for Log Book, 
Experimental Report, and Display Board



Science Fair 
Log Book

A science log book is a hand-written/typed, start to finish, dated record of all the work done on your project, 
and is the most valuable part of your science fair project.  It will need to be neat and easy to read, as you’ll 
need all the information to synthesize a conclusion, and it will also be displayed at the science fair with your 
display board.

Things that should be included:
✓Brainstorm lists of potential topics, ideas, areas of interest, etc.
✓The topic you chose and why

✓Project title and problem statement
✓Research notes from literature pertaining to the project, including references and citation
✓Questions you have as you’re researching
✓Identification of variables
✓hypothesis, materials list, procedure

✓Data tables and data summary
✓Pictures that were taken, or drawings that you did
✓Graphs
✓Observations (similar to a diary)
✓Thoughts and reflections

Notebook Tips:
✓Don’t remove any pages.  Simply put a line through errors
✓All pages should be numbered before any data is entered
✓All entries should be dated

✓Each new entry should begin on a separate page
✓Use more than one notebook if necessary
✓Don’t put rough drafts of the research paper in the notebook

              



Selecting a Topic:

One of the most difficult parts of a science project is to select a topic of interest, and a 
question to research.  Begin by writing a list of things you’re interested in, and then think of 
possible questions for those topics that might make for interesting projects. When determining 
your topic and question, please consider the guidelines and safety requirements:

✓ Individual projects must be the work of a single student.

✓ Team projects must consist of no more than 3 participants. 

✓ All work presented must be the student’s work.

✓ Parents can be guides.  Adults can supervise the investigation, but not take part expect in 
cases of safety.

✓ Parents should not participate in the preparation of the presentation, except to help with 
materials and act as an audience for practice.

✓ Students must cite research, using the rules that the teacher provides.

✓ Students must keep dated, step-by-step notebook recordings of the project including all 
references, procedures, dates, and other relevant materials. 

✓ Students may have procedures performed by a scientist or other person(s) that he/she did 
not perform.  Credit must be given to the scientist or any other person performing any part 
of the student’s research, collection of data, experimentation, analysis of data, etc.  

✓ Students should not work with hazardous, controlled, or regulated substances.

✓  Students should not experiment on vertebrates (animals with backbones).

✓ Students should never grow bacteria at home.  All bacteria should be contained in a 
laboratory, where colonies can be properly disposed of.

✓  Students should not employ any procedures that would place them in danger.

*If you need to conduct your experiment in a laboratory, or need a mentor to help you 
complete your experiment, visit www.slvsef.org.

http://www.slvsef.org
http://www.slvsef.org


Research

Once you have decided what topic you’d like to research, you can begin to do 
research on your topic.  Find out everything you possibly can on the topic, and as 
you’re researching, write down any ideas you might have for what specific 
question you’d like to do your experiment on.

You are expected to find information from at least 5 sources.  Make sure to gather 
all information that will be required to create a bibliography as you are 
researching.

Seek out advice from professionals, go to the library, read books, find magazine 
articles, look through published studies, etc.  Pioneer library, which can be 
accessed through uen.org is a great place to find published literature on many 
topics.

Write a background summary in your log book which includes:

✓historical background - important people and their findings

✓factual summary - major terms and definitions, and an explanation of any 
science concepts needed to understand your experiment

✓summary of importance - what is important or significant to mankind 
about this topic? Why is this experiment worth doing?

Record information for each source that you will need when writing a 
bibliography.

              



Writing a 
Bibliography

Write a bibliography for all the sources you used in your research

A bibliography is a list of all the sources you looked at when writing your report.  Sources 
are listed in alphabetical order by the author’s last name or by the title, if no author is 
given.  It is to be double-spaced and the second line of each listing should be indented one-
half inch.  The bibliography is the last page of your written report.  Below are examples 
showing how to write a citation for several different types of sources.

Magazine:	
             Author’s last name, first name. “Article Title.” Magazine Title.  Date: 
                               Page numbers.

Newspaper:           Author’s last name, First name. “Article Title.” Newspaper name.  Date: 
                              Page.         

Interview:             Interviewee’s last name, First name. Personal Interview. Data.

Book:                    Author’s last name, First name. Title.  Place of publication: Publisher, 
                             Copyright date.

Internet:                Author’s last name, First name.  “Document Title.”  Title of Site.  Date of 
                              Document.  Address.  Date of  access.

              



Problem Statement 
& Variables

Identify your variables:

✓In your experiment you will be altering one variable.  Lets say you are 
interested in skateboards, and want to know if altering the shape of your 
skateboard will help with performance of some tricks.  The shape of your 
skateboard is what you will alter.  At the same time, you must keep other 
variables constant, like the number of wheels on the skateboard, the type of 
trick you’ll be doing, the rider of the skateboard, etc.  When you think you 
know what variables may be involved, think about ways to change one at a 
time.  This will help you determine your problem statement.

✓The one condition that you choose to manipulate or alter in your 
experiment is called the independent variable (shape of the skateboard).  
What you will observe and measure in your experiment is you dependent 
variable (trick performance).  Conditions that you will keep the same 
throughout your experiment are called constants(type of trick, rider of the 
skateboard, etc).  Choose your variables carefully. 

write your problem statement in the form of a question:

✓“What is the effect of  (the independent variable) on the (dependent 
variable) of/in (your object or system you are studying)?



Procedure & 
Materials

A procedure is a step-by-step list of what you are going to do in your experiment.  
It must be so specific that someone else could repeat your experiment in exactly 
the same way you did.  

Write your procedure.

✓Number each step and give very specific instructions

✓All methods need to be explained in detail (like how to use a certain piece of 
machinery, etc.)

✓Begin each sentence with a verb (fold, aim, collect, conduct)

✓Write in the third person, do not use I, me, we, etc.

✓All measurements should be in the metric system

✓Repeat your experiment at least 3 times to ensure accuracy and obtain 
average results

✓Be sure you have a control

Write a list of all the materials you will need in order to perform your 
experiment.

✓Have your parents sign your list of materials in your log book to 
acknowledge they approve of the equipment you will be using.

✓Check with your science teacher if you need any special equipment of 
supplies.



Data Collection & 
Experimentation

Before beginning the actual experiment, you will need to design a data table for 
recoding your observations, measurements, etc.  

Create your data.  Make sure it includes:

✓Have a title describing the data that will be collected

✓Each change of the independent variable should be a column heading, and 
each row is a trial or sample

✓Make sure you include metric units

Collect your data! Don’t take any shortcuts that might produce errors in your 
data.  Repeat your experiment and run enough trials until you are sure you have 
enough data to allow you to form a reliable conclusion.  Tips:

✓Take photographs of your materials, and of anything else you might think 
be important to help determine the results of your experiment.

✓Record all measurement on your data table in your log book. 

✓Calculate the average result for all your trails.

✓Your data should also include written observations of what you noticed 
during the experiment:

✓What did you see happening?
✓What was unexpected?
✓What problems did you encounter?

✓Keep careful notes of everything you do, and of everything that happens, 
as they will be helpful when determining your conclusion.



Graph & Data 
Summary

A graph is a visual display of your averaged data.  

Determine which type of graph you will use to appropriately display your data.

✓Line Graph: Use when tracking changes over short or long periods of time

✓Pie Chart:  Use when comparing parts of a whole

✓Bar Graph: Use when comparing things between different groups

✓Scatter Plot: Use when determining relationships between two different 
things.

Appropriately label your graph:

✓Title your graph 

✓Label the independent variable on the x-axis (horizontal axis) with its unit 
of measurement.

✓Label the dependent variable on the y-axis (vertical axis) with its unit of 
measurement

✓Use an appropriate number scale by determining what the smallest and 
largest data points are

Plot your data

Write a statement describing any trends you see in your graph

 



Conclusion

A conclusion is a reaction to the hypothesis and a connection between the results 
of the study and the background information that was gathered.  It also discusses 
why the results of the study are significant or important.

Write your conclusion, which should include:
✓Restating your hypothesis, and whether it was or was not supported
✓Explain how your results support or do not support your hypothesis
✓If your hypothesis was not supported, explain why you think this may have 
happened
✓tell how your results and your conclusion relate to facts in your 
background information
✓Describe how your findings are significant or important
✓Describe what you might do differently next time 
✓Discuss any difficulties or problems you had during the experiment
✓What sources of error could have affected your results
✓What new questions occurred to you while doing the experiment



Components of 
Experimental Report

Your formal report should present in detail your purpose, the process, and any 
findings from your experiment.  This is required for all secondary projects.
Your report should include:

Title Page
Table of Contents
Acknowledgements (if needed)
Background information
Method of Investigation

Problem statement
Variables
Materials
Procedure

Results
Data tables
Observations
Graphs
Summary of results

Conclusion and Scientific worth
Bibliography
Appendices (if needed)



Format of 
Experimental Report

Neatly typed on 8.5” by 11” white, unlined paper

1” margins except for a 1.5” left margin

Numbered pages

Section titled underlined or in bold

Double space between sections

Writing style is clear, concise, and objective

Proper sentence and paragraph structures

Correct grammar and spelling

All writing is in the third person 

Underline or italicize scientific names

Correct bibliography form

Finished report in folder or report cover



Display Board 
Tips

Your display board is important.  It’s not nearly as important as your judging interviews and the content on 
the board, but it’s important.  First impressions matter, and the first impression judges get about your 
project is what they see on your display board, read in your abstract, and find in your lab notebook.

What should my display board say?
Your display board should do two things:  First, it should tell a story about what you did, why you did it, 
how you did it, and why people should care.  Second, your board should highlight the end result of your 
project: your conclusion and its importance, the useful tool you engineered, or the exciting proof that you 
solved. 

How can I make my board look good?
1.  Make your text readable.  Font sizes larger than 100 for your title, 32-48 for headers, 16-18 for body 

text, and 12-14 for captions.  Larger font sizes limit the amount of text on your board.  Putting too much 
information on the display board is a common mistake.

2. Figures are great.  Use graphs, flow charts, diagrams, and pictures whenever possible.  Make sure they 
are large enough to be read from a distance, and be sure that your figures have captions.

3. Use a paper cutter for nice, straight edges.
4. Use matte photo for your photos, as it makes them easier to view.
5. Bacteria, plants, or anything else living or dead may not be displayed with your project. Please use 

photos if you’d like to include them somehow in your display.



Display Board 
Tips Continued

Projects having displays that include any of the following items will be 
disqualified:

✓ Living organisms, including plants
✓Soil, sand, rock, and or waste samples even if permanently encased 

in plastic
✓Taxidermy specimens or parts
✓Preserved vertebrate or invertebrate animals
✓Human or animal food
✓Human/animal part or body fluids (e.g. blood, urine, etc.)
✓Plant materials (living, dead, or preserved).
✓All chemicals including water
✓All hazardous substances or devices (e.g. firearms, weapons, 

ammunitions, lasers, etc.)
✓Dry ice or other sublimating solids
✓Sharp items (e.g. syringes, needles, pipettes, knives)
✓Flames or highly flammable materials
✓Batteries with open-top cells
✓Photographs or other visual presentations depicting vertebrate 

animals in surgical techniques, dissections, necropsies, or other lab 
procedures
✓Glass or glass objects
✓Any apparatus with unshielded belts, pulleys, chains, or moving 

parts


